Design optimization for subsonic and supersonic aircraft and for air-breathing propulsion engine concepts has been accomplished by soft-coupling the Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) and the NASA Engine Performance Program analyzer (NEPP), to the NASA Lewis multidisciplinary optimization tool COMETBOARDS. Aircraft-and engine-design problems, with their associated constraints and design variables, were cast as nonlinear optimization problems with aircraft weight and engine thrust as the respective merit functions. Because of the Likewise, the air-breathing engines of subsonic and supersonic aircraft can be analyzed and designed by using the NASA Engine Performance Program (NEPP). This computer code can simulate almost any type of turbine engine configuration. NEPP can evaluate the performance of an engine over its flight envelop, with different mission points, each defined by a different Mach-number, altitude, This paperis declared a work of the U.S. Government andis not subject to copyright protection in the United States. 1 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Form Approved REPORT DOCUMENTATION PAGE OMBNo. 0704-0188
Themost robust individual optimizer available in COMETBOARDS could notprovide asatisfactory direct solution oftheproblem. However, byapplying some of theadvanced features andunique strengths ofCOMET-BOARDS, such asthecascade strategy, state-of-the-art optimization algorithms, design variable formulation, constraint formulation, andglobal scalingstrategy, a number of advanced aircraftdesignproblems were successfully solved.
The cascade strategy canbeillustrated bytheexample of a subsonic-aircraft design optimization. Thefouroptimizer cascade shown inFig.2successfully solved the problem. Thefirst optimizer, whichoscillated rather violently, initiallyproduced a solution in about 30iterations (see Fig.2 ).However, thesolution wasinfeasible andwas1380.4 lb heavier thanthetrue optimum. The second optimizer initiated from the first solution with a 4-percent random perturbation.
As shown in Fig. 2 The optimum design of the aircraft has been verified graphically, as shown in Fig. 3 . The first graph in Fig. 3 depicts the constraints and weight function with respect to the engine-thrust and wing-area design variables. The optimum lies at the intersection of two constraints, the excess fuel and the takeoff field length. With respect to the fan-pressure and bypass ratios, the weight function reaches the minimum point without any active constraints.
The other three graphs in Fig. 3 with an optimum thrust of 66 901.28 lb (see Fig. 5 ). The optimum solution--54 743 lb of engine thrust, 6191 rpm for wave-rotor speed, and 109 312 Btu/sec of added heat--was verified graphically in Fig. 6 . In this figure, note the differences between the solutions of the individual optimizer NEPP and the combined tool. The COMETBOARDS cascade strategy produced a higher thrust than did the NEPP optimizer. Furthermore, the compressor speed was anactive constraint inthecascade technique, butwaspassive fortheNEPP solution. The optimum solutions forthe47mission points obtained by using thecombined toolwere normalized withrespect to theNEPP results andareshown in Fig.7 .Thisfigure depicts the value-added benefit of the waverotorin design optimization bythecombined COMETBOARDS-NEPP design tool. Figure 7shows that This publication is available from the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information, (301) 621-0390.i
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Design optimization for subsonic and supersonic aircraft and for air-breathing propulsion engine concepts has been accomplished by soft-coupllng the Right Optimization System (FLOPS) and the NASA Engine Performance Program analyzer (NEPP), to the NASA Lewis multidisciplinary optimization tool COMETBOARDS. Aircraft-and engine-design problems, with their associated constraints and design variables, were cast as nonlinear optimization problems with aircraft weight and engine thrust as the respective merit functions.
Because of the diversity of constraint types and the overall distortion of the design space, the most reliable single optimization algorithm available in COMETBOARDS could not produce a satisfactory, feasible optimum solution. Some of COMETBOARDS'
unique features, which include a cascade strategy, variable and constraint formulations, and scaling devised especially for difficult multidisciplinary applications, successfully optimized theperformance of both aircraft and engines.The cascademethod has two
